Workload Automation & Orchestration
Buyer’s Guide
Questions You Should Ask on Your Journey
to Regain Time and Supercharge Innovation
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How Should I Use this Guide?
Financial institutions, insurance companies, and other financial services businesses are facing unprecedented challenges
as they strive to compete and innovate in a rapidly changing, digitally focused world.
Workload automation & orchestration is the solution to regaining time and maintaining competitiveness as operations
become ever-more complex and customer expectations grow ever-more demanding. It is a solution that is needed now,
more than ever.
Yet the landscape of available workload automation vendors is evolving quickly, and all solutions are not created equal.
Technology decision makers can use this buyer’s guide to navigate the many confusing automation options available to
your business. It includes several aspects to consider and questions to ask as you research the best workload
automation & orchestration vendors on the market today. Use it to help select the best solution to meet your needs
today…and tomorrow.
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How Can WLA + Orchestration Help You?
Top Challenges Faced by Financial Services Companies
Financial services companies face a number of pain points in today’s world of evolving customer expectations and rapid digital
transformation. They include:
Limited resources
IT departments are having to do more with less. Budgets are tight, resources are stretched, and leaders are forced to manage
growing workloads. This is leading to staff burnout, with skilled talent leaving the workforce in droves. IT functions are struggling
to retain top talent, meaning that those left behind are getting stuck with more and more responsibility. This crisis for
employers is showing no end in sight, and staff with highly valued tech skills are in particularly short supply. For IT departments,
this shortage of talent translates to less expertise available in-house to manage increasing workloads and automate back-end
processes, meaning that processes continue to be run manually, the way they have always been done.
Complexity
Even as companies face an acute exodus of talent and resources tighten, IT environments are becoming increasingly
complex and diverse. Tasks are housed across multiple systems, often in hybrid environments. The mad rush toward digital
transformation, driven by consumer preferences and demands, is accelerating the pace of change and complexity. Of course,
this also means that for legacy organizations that built their business on a foundation of personalized service and one-onone interactions, every new digital offering has a manual process behind it. No matter how slick the digital interface looks, it is
typically saddled with time- and resource-intensive processes that increase the risk of human error.
Siloed Ops
Compounding these challenges is the problem of siloed operations. Complex organizations have many types of silos—by
accident or design. Siloed departments and functions. Siloed data. Siloed products and business lines. And siloed operations.
Although these silos may have served a valid purpose at one time, eventually and inevitably they impact the organization’s
internal culture and its ability to innovate, grow and scale. Siloed systems don’t speak to each other, severely limiting an
organization’s ability to extract and use data across the enterprise. If you can’t access the data, you can’t analyze it to
understand changes in customer behavior, which is critical to personalizing relationships and developing long term strategy
and new products. Comprehensive data analysis is also necessary to providing accurate reporting for regulatory compliance
and other critical functions.
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Workload Automation & Orchestration is the Solution
Fortunately, workload automation and orchestration can help break down these silos and unleash an organization’s
ability to compete and serve its customers more effectively.
WLA and orchestration can help in myriad ways. For example, starting in the core enterprise resource planning (ERP) system,
organizations can achieve lights-out processing, eliminating the need for manual processing and 24/7 IT staff. Automation also
enhances security and compliance by easing the management of role-based privileges and automatically logging all activities
for auditing purposes.
Beyond ERP, workload automation can integrate scripts of any language into end-to-end, cross-platform workflows, and
manage siloed technologies from legacy systems to the cloud, virtualization, and Internet of Things (IoT to a single, integrated
platform. For example, WLA can automate document imaging and storage processes like image loads and reporting to
streamline workflows and take best advantage of limited resources. Similarly, business intelligence and reporting processes
such as data warehousing, data extracts, file movement and data loads can be scheduled automatically to reduce complexity
and minimize the need for human intervention and effort.
WLA can also streamline other business and IT processes, such as the automation of extract, transform and load (ETL)
processes in a repeatable way for data warehouse, AI and other applications.
The benefits of this approach include error reduction and assurance that processes run in the correct order, while ensuring
data is uploaded consistently and as scheduled.
From improving business continuity with self-healing routines designed to keep operations humming even during unplanned
interruptions, to orchestrating complex managed file transfers across the enterprise and third-party organizations, workload
automation & orchestration can solve a virtually unlimited number of business operational challenges.
But before assessing how WLA & orchestration can support your business’s unique needs, let’s define exactly what this
powerful technology is.
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What is Workload Automation & Orchestration?
Banks, credit unions, insurance companies and other financial services businesses

Workload automation software can help

must speed up their workload processes to meet the demands of the digital age.

organizations:

Old-school batch process scheduling programs just can’t keep up with the pace of
business today, because the number of jobs and third-party apps is far pacing the
ability of humans to reliably execute and monitor them. Financial services companies
are offering more services than ever before, nearly all of which are available online
and through mobile apps. The sheer number of tasks creates a complex monitoring
environment that can overwhelm even the best IT teams. This is why firms are
upgrading their systems with workload automation & orchestration solutions.

• Increase operational efficiency and
boost productivity.
• Identify and resolve issues before
they become significant problems.
• Reduce operational costs and the
need for additional resources.
• Improve quality and reduce critical

Workload automation (WLA) is a process. By definition, WLA is a software-

errors by eliminating human

enabled method of scheduling, initiating and executing specific business processes

intervention from the process.

and transactions, including workflow and associated functionalities. Automation
completes this process without requiring any human touch and is frequently found in
cloud or virtualized ecosystems. WLA focuses on event-driven processing rather than
the time-driven approach typical of batch processing.
One area that differentiates WLA from job schedulers and point solutions is the
comparative complexity of the associated dependencies or “rules.” Traditional job
schedulers can only handle dependencies based on time, and typically at a very
limited and basic level. In contrast, full-function modern workload automation
solutions can schedule complex automation routines based on unique, customized
rules, in addition to day and time.
Modern workload automation solutions can handle many of the tasks that were
previously collected and processed overnight in batch processing runs. Historically,
these tasks typically fell to the IT department for execution because of batch
processing’s complex nature. Advances in technology and software implementations
have changed all that. New platforms offer greater accessibility and ease-of-use,
enabling administrators from any department, company-wide, to successfully
manage complex automated workflows without IT involvement.

On average, 70% of manual processes can
be automated during installation. Manual
processing errors are reduced by over
90%.
For example, one WLA user has achieved
650 hours a year in time savings by
eliminating back-office processing. A
large credit union successfully automated
100,000 monthly file jobs, reducing
operating shifts by 50% for a savings of
1,300 hours per year.
Through workload automation, a bank
automated its routine backup and
maintenance plan verification processes,
reducing annual managed services
expenses by 75%.
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Workload Automation vs. Job Scheduling
The terms “workload automation” and “job scheduling” are often—and incorrectly—used interchangeably. Although related, the
two approaches are very different. Job scheduling describes the use of narrowly defined native tools to automate the batch
processing of completed business processes, such as database maintenance. In contrast, workload automation is a more
advanced, comprehensive, and adaptive method that is capable of supporting multiple workflows and applications, including
those with inter-system interactions or dependencies. This makes WLA highly scalable and a value-added enterprise product.
The Power of WLA + Orchestration
If workload automation is the concertmaster violinist, then orchestration is the conductor of the symphony. Orchestration takes
the power of workload automation and scales it to the entire enterprise.
Whereas automation helps reduce costs and improve efficiency and accuracy by replacing discrete human-intensive tasks with
software-driven capabilities, orchestration is the coordination of multiple automated processes within diverse systems across
an entire organization, with the goal of maximizing productivity and freeing up resources to achieve innovation and growth.
Workload automation and orchestration allows financial services companies to automate manual, repetitive processes and
orchestrate them across multiple, complex IT environments. When applied to cloud-based applications, workload automation
and orchestration has a multiplier effect on the benefits of cloud technology.
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What Solutions are Available?
Organizations seeking to streamline and optimize transactional processes have a number of solutions available on the
market today. They range from the 'same-old, same-old' to leading-edge, and everything in between. In general, here is how
the broad range of solutions break down:
“More People, More Problems”
The old-school way of tackling any operational challenge is to throw people at the problem. However, adding manual effort is
an expensive solution, and it isn’t scalable. It increases the opportunity for human error, adds expense to the bottom line, and
compounds the burnout that your IT staff is already feeling. The biggest pro of the manual approach is that you’re likely
already doing it. It is familiar, and there are no changes to current processes required. This one is a short-term fix, at best.
Scheduling Tools—the “quick fix”
When IT veterans hear the term ”automation,” they may think of the job schedulers of old. They are relatively inexpensive,
easy to implement, and organizations have many options available to choose from. Unfortunately, a scheduler can only
handle one operation at a time, so they are strictly siloed by system. They are not intelligent systems, and require significant
human intervention and programming in order to run. Which means that they have limited utility in terms of saving time and
empowering staff to focus on other, higher-value projects.
Basic Workload Solution
Single point solutions can be effective in solving discrete automation challenges and are generally more sophisticated than
simple schedulers. They allow you to automate tasks across systems, and some will even offer low-code options to minimize
the level of IT expertise needed on staff. But they’re not easy to scale, and they are not designed for complex environments.
Above all, they don’t offer the magic of orchestration across multiple, diverse infrastructure environments.
Enterprise WLA + Orchestration
Going big requires a big commitment. Nothing beats the power and sophistication of a comprehensive workload automation
& orchestration solution designed to serve enterprise-level organizations. And nothing else matches the cost, either.
Enterprise solutions offer unbeatable scalability, the ability to manage across multiple complex environments, and true
orchestration. But this is by far the most expensive option, and enterprise-level solutions are complicated and slow to deploy
—often necessitating the hiring of deep, high-level IT skills on staff. The enterprise solution is best for only the largest, most
deep-pocketed organizations.
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What is the Ideal Solution?
Enterprise Power Made Simple: For most organizations in transactional businesses like financial services, the best of all
worlds comes in the form of a full-featured workload automation & orchestration solution, designed to deliver all the power
of the most sophisticated enterprise-level systems, without the complexity. This solution enables transactional businesses to
easily automate manual tasks and seamlessly orchestrate workloads across multiple business-critical operations, saving time
and reducing cost by eliminating human error and redundancies. It allows you to control your entire IT environment from a
single set of dashboards and easily scale automation as business needs grow, while empowering you to deploy IT resources
on higher-value strategic and growth-oriented initiatives.
But power is just half of the equation. To live up to its full potential, a solution must be simple to use. The ideal WLA and
orchestration solution has a straightforward, user-friendly interface, complete with intuitive dashboards and out of the
box integrations with the applications you use most. In fact, today’s leading solutions over low-code or no-code self-service
options, which empower staff without sophisticated coding or development skills to program, schedule and run automation
throughout the organization. This unique combination offers enterprise-level power at the click of a button.
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What Features Should I Look for in a Workload
Automation Solution?
Advanced workload automation platforms take a more sophisticated approach to process, establishing a set of controls
and procedures while allowing organizations to accommodate continually evolving business needs.
Modern workload automation platforms should:
Deliver enterprise power & scalability through the following advanced features:
• Frequency Scheduling: By using rules instead of time-defined schedules, you obtain full control over when tasks
run automatically.
• Master/Daily Scheduling: Maintain jobs and control when and how often they run, providing outstanding
visibility into what and how jobs run today and in the future.
• Multi-Instance Scheduling: Reuse workflows with different parameters, eliminating the need to create new
workflows each time. This reduces your reliance on limited in-house resources, streamlining processes, and
creating efficiencies.
• Advanced Failure Criteria: Control the unruliest applications to create clean workflows, eliminating unexpected
failures, and improving uptime.
• Expressions: Flexibly define the order when tasks and processes run, providing full control to meet your
business needs.
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Ensure fast, easy automation, to reduce burden on your IT staff:
• Low Code: Through low code and no code options, automate most tasks without scripting to save time and resources.
• Self Service: Enable business users to trigger automated processes, reports and other tasks using self-service options.
By empowering non-IT staff to program, schedule and run automation throughout the organization, you get enterpriselevel power at the click of a button.
And guarantee your success, with:
• Migration Expertise to quickly and effectively move your existing jobs and processes, saving time and
implementing your most pressing automation needs faster.
• Transparent pricing: Look for vendors that offer agreements with no hidden fees or add-ons, ensuring a
positive ROI.
• Proven Track Record: Look for a vendor with a 100% success rate with migrating clients to their solution.
• Broad Integration with the leading industry systems from core ERP processing to third party technology to
data warehouse.
• Deep Domain Expertise and Industry Experience at all levels of the organization, ensuring your mutual
values and incentives are fully aligned.

It’s also important to ensure the solution you select is “future-proof.” Nothing is worse than making an investment of
time, resources, and money in a new technology solution, and having that solution become obsolete six months after
implementation. Look for a vendor that is committed to continuous innovation and development, by delivering new
features through a major release every year, and smaller releases every few months.
This last point is particularly important for growing businesses. As your business scales, your needs naturally become more
intricate. Unsophisticated solutions will struggle to keep pace, both with the increasing complexity of your requirements as
well as the pure volume of jobs that require automation and streamlining.
Leading automation platform providers are committed to listening to user feedback—a critical component in a living,
breathing WLA solution that matches the evolving, real world needs of its users.
Sharing knowledge is a powerful value multiplier. User communities are invaluable sources of information for operators
and managers looking to optimize their systems without using budget on consulting engagements.
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What Should I Ask Before I Buy?
As you embark on your workload automation and orchestration buying journey, be prepared to ask the following questions
about each vendor’s solution, implementation process and client support:
1. How does your pricing work?
2. Are there any hidden costs?
3. How do you account for overages or increases in usage?
4. Are price increases built into the contract?
5. What will be included in my statement of work?
6. Do you offer implementation on-premises, in the cloud and in hybrid environments?
7. What’s your satisfaction rate for implementation?
8. What happens if the product is not delivered on time and as expected?
9. What types of hands-on training do you offer our team?
10. Will you assign me a dedicated customer success agent and consultant?
11. How will you resolve support issues I may have during our relationship?
12. Do you have an active user community that allows your clients to share feedback and ideas on a regular basis?
13. What percentage of your features and capabilities have been developed based on user feedback?
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What About Implementation and Training?
Once you’ve selected a workload automation & orchestration solution, it’s time to decide how you will implement the
software. Organizations have a few options for implementation, including an on-premises installation, deployment in the
cloud, and with additional support provided through a Managed Automation Services (MAS) contract. Each has its pros and
cons.
On-premises
Implementing software on-premises means that all hardware and software is maintained and managed at the client’s site. For
many years, on-prem was considered the gold standard for IT implementations, as it allowed the user to maintain full control
of all processes and was seen as the most secure and compliant solution.
Yet, in recent years the cloud has emerged as a cost-effective and highly secure alternative to on-prem. Bottom line, if you are
committed to hosting your workload automation solution on-site, make sure to work with a vendor that has the capabilities to
install the software on your servers, while offering full remote third-party support. The vendor should also offer a cloud
service option to support your organization’s needs as they evolve over time.
Cloud
According to a 2021 survey from O’Reilly, 90% of respondents indicated their companies were using the cloud, up from 88%
the prior year. And it’s no wonder.
Deploying your workload automation in the cloud, rather than on-prem, helps to reduce internal costs, by eliminating the
expense of IT hardware and software licensing fees, as well as the staff needed to support such expensive and complex
infrastructure.
Cloud computing also improves business continuity, by securely backing up and protecting all applications and data in real
time, allowing you to continue running your mission-critical operations as normal even during a natural disaster or major
business interruption.
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Cloud implementation is fast—you can typically be up and running in as little as 24 hours after establishing connectivity. And
the cloud is designed to help you scale easily as your business needs grow. Gone are the days of worrying about maintaining
or upgrading your processing and storage capacity to manage increased workloads, as the vendor will handle all that for you,
freeing up time for staff to focus on more strategic endeavors.
With the popularity of cloud deployments growing, look for a WLA provider that offers the flexibility you need to support both
your current and future needs, including the ability to run jobs in multiple, diverse environments, including on-prem, cloud or
hybrid (which is a mix of both).
Managed Automation Services
Businesses are struggling to find the time and the talent to run their automation initiatives, and it’s hurting their ability to
grow. Managed Automation Services (MAS) serves as an extension of your team, allowing your organization to focus on highvalue work like strategic initiatives and new product development.
MAS allows you to benefit from the expertise of experienced IT staff who have
worked in your industry, without the overhead of hiring a full-time employee. It also
allows you to achieve the scalability and efficiency of a system-wide automation,
and benefit from 24/7 coverage, providing you with peace of mind. Lastly, a
managed service solution ensures your software stays up to date with the latest
features, best practices and security protocols.
If you feel like you’re treading water trying to keep up with existing workload, MAS
may be a great fit!
Training
Implementation doesn’t end at installation. A successful process features an
end-state where the IT team feels comfortable in administering their new WLA &
orchestration environment and creating new workflows. Lack of preparedness
among the IT team is a result of lack of training and support from the vendor. Look for a provider that takes these factors into
consideration and ensures your team is prepared to go live and manage your automation and orchestration during hand-off.
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About OpCon
OpCon from SMA Technologies delivers the power of Enterprise
Workload Automation & Orchestration without the complexity
for financial institutions, insurance companies and other
financial services businesses.
Are you ready to control your entire IT environment and easily scale automation as your
business needs grow?

SCHEDULE A DEMO

“Because we’ve taken out that human/typing component from so many jobs, our accuracy has gone
through the roof. Now the potential for human error has been eliminated. With technology, you’ll
always need people, but with OpCon, our people will be able to do so much more.”
- 1st United Credit Union
“A good way to look at OpCon is it being your best employee because it works all the time, never takes
time off, and doesn’t have the downside of causing mistakes once it is set up to run correctly.”
- Educators Credit Union
“OpCon saves the IT department 10 manhours per day. When you factor in all the processes we’ve
automated for other departments, it saves the credit union another eight manhours per day.”
- TruWest Credit Union
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